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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK....
September was truly a lovely sight! It gives us immense joy on introducing yet another

month at Hindustan international School Padur. This month was full of opportunities to

learn more and engage in our wonderful community. The highlights include a wonderful

tribute for our teachers from the student council, the Model UN at Hindustan Institute of

Engineering and Technology, the Intra-school volleyball tournament and so much more

that you will read throughout the issue of NEWSHIS. With so much excitement in the air,

we look forward to upcoming events that include more celebrations, but remember to get

back to your productive mode for the half yearly exams. We wish all our students the best

during this exam season.
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENT

MITHRA MAHESH MARTIAL ARTS  

VIVEKA V - CANVA ART

September 2023 Edition

Mithra Mahesh  of Grade 3B

participated in Karate Belt test contest

organised by Sky Tang Soo Do Korean

Martial Arts Academy and received Best

Performance Award on 24 Sep 2023 at

Kolping mahal, Kelambakkam.  

Viveka V of Grade 8C
participated in Canva art
festival organised by Babaji
Vidhyasram Senior Secondary
School, Shollinganallur and she
secured First position in Middle
School Category.
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DEVANSH BALAMURUGAN -
CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP

Devansh Balamurugan of Grade 5
participated in Chengalpattu District
Level Chess Tournament on 10 Sep 2023
held at Prasan Vidya Mandir organised by
Rotary club of Chengalpattu. He scored
4.5 points out of 5 and secured 3rd
position in U -11 B category.

CHINMAYI SARAVANAN 
CANVA ART

Chinmayi V of Grade 8C
participated in Canva art
festival organised by Babaji
Vidhyasram Senior Secondary
School, Shollinganallur and she
secured Second position in
Middle School Category.
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AWARDS

Gleneagles Global Health City, a leading multi-specialty quaternary

healthcare center in Chennai, felicitated 150 teachers from 50

schools in and around Chennai for their contribution to society."In

celebration of Teachers' Day - Guru Devo Bhava, a special program

was organized by their team to recognize and appreciate the

invaluable contributions of teachers. Hindustan International

School, Padur proudly nominated three exceptional teachers - Ms

Selvi, ERP Coordinator, Ms Liji Thomas, Primary Coordinator and

Ms Swedha, HISTAR Coordinator for the distinguished award.
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EVENTS
NUTRITION WEEK – 01 SEP 2023 to 07 SEP 2023

From September 1st to the 7th, a wholesome experience unfolded within the confines of our

children as we observed National Nutrition Week for the students of Hindustan International

School, Padur. The primary aim was to instill an awareness of health and nutrition.

Throughout the week, a carefully curated food chart guided our daily nutrition choices. Our

school arranged a session featuring Mrs. Sathya, an MSc in Nutrition and Dietetics and a

slimming manager at VLCC Healthcare Ltd. She highlighted the importance of fostering

healthy eating habits and ensuring adequate protein intake in children. In conclusion,

National Nutrition Week was not just an event but a transformative experience. It fostered a

sense of community, highlighted the importance of health and nutrition, and most

importantly, empowered our children and parents to make better food choices.
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TEACHERS’ DAY – 05 SEP 2023

The Teachers' Day celebration at Hindustan International School, Padur on 05 Sep 2023
was a remarkable event, filled with fun, entertainment, and appreciation for our esteemed
teachers. The celebration started off with an electrifying flash mob performance by the
talented students of Grade 11. Their well-coordinated dance moves and energetic
performance set the day filled with excitement. The students of Hindustan International
School, Padur put together a series of heartfelt and entertaining programs to express
their gratitude and love for their teachers. The programs included, songs, and dances that
left the teachers appreciative of the deep bond between them.

It was a memorable and heartwarming event that brought together students and teachers
in a spirit of love, appreciation, and unity. It showcased the deep respect and admiration
that the school community has for its educators. The event's success was a testament to
the hard work and coordination of the organizing committee and the enthusiasm of the
students and teachers alike.

The Principal concluded the celebrations with a heartwarming speech thanking all the
students for organizing the events.
The cake cutting and the group picture brought the celebration to end with a happy note. "
Our Chairman sent his warm wishes to all Teachers and wished that they inspire the
children in a positive way "
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CBSE WORKSHOP – 09 SEP 2023
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A Financial Literacy Workshop was conducted on 09 September 2023 at Hindustan

International School, Padur by CBSE. It aimed to educate teachers on the significance of

making informed financial decisions, with a focus on investing money in avenues such as

mutual funds, rather than simply saving it. The workshop was organized to empower

individuals with the knowledge and tools necessary to manage their finances effectively.

The program witnessed active participation from teachers of Hindustan International

School and several other schools.
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MUN – 08 to 10 SEP 2023
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HITSMUN was an intellectually stimulating three day conference conducted by

Hindustan University, Padur. It provided an excellent platform for the students

to gain invaluable insight into the diplomatic world of International Relations.

Over the course of the three day event, the students had ample opportunity to

showcase their leadership, communication and critical thinking abilities. The

students were part of the six exciting committees like United Nations Security

Council (UNSC) , UNGA (United Nations GeneralAssembly), ECOSOC(United

Nations Economic and Social Council) , UN Women, International Press and

Council on Foreign Relations. We are immensely proud to mention that Neerajah

K.V of Grade XI, received the Honourable mention for UNGA committee.
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HEALTH CAMP -11 to 13 SEP 2023
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The health camp held at Hindustan International School in Padur from 11th to 13th
September aimed to provide comprehensive healthcare services to the school's students.
The camp was organized by a dedicated team of medical professionals, including doctors
and technicians from Smart Vision Hospital and Ananthi's Dental and Cosmetics Solutions.
The primary focus of the camp was to conduct basic anthropometric measurements,
general check-ups, ophthalmological examinations, and dental check-ups for the students.
During the three-day health camp, a total of 815 students from all grades of Hindustan
International School in Padur were screened. The school health camp was a valuable
initiative that successfully promoted the health and well-being of our students. It has not
only contributed to the immediate health of the students but also emphasized the
importance of regular health check-ups and preventive healthcare practices.
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PRIMARY DANCE COMPETITION – 20 to 22 SEP 2023
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To enhance the dance talent among the students, HIS – Primary has organized a

Dance competition on 20, 21 & 22 Sep 2023 for grades I to V. This competition was held

in Primary level and it was a free style competition that students have used. The best

three participants were selected from each class and their talent was upto the mark

which made this event joyful and highly flourishing. Three children from the winners

were selected for the intra school competition. 
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CHAIRPERSON BIRTHDAY – 24 SEP 2023
September 2023 Edition

To an Epitome of Excellence,

And a phenomenal Visionary Leader!

Happy Birthday 

to our beloved 

Chairperson ma’am!

May God bless you with many

More glorious years of leading

People as wonderfully as you do!
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STATE PRESENTATION – 25 SEP 2023

September 2023 Edition

Through a drone-view video, students of Grade IX presented various captivating

aspects of Jharkhand. They  also put forth the idea of establishing a startup called

Dream Vision, which aims to make investments in the state of Jharkhand. This

concept was appreciated by the Dean of Academics. “Thekua” a dish from Jharkhand

prepared by students was served to parents, teachers, and students. The event's

standout feature was the display board and exhibition corner, which were beautifully

decorated with handcrafted paintings, intricate threadwork, and stunning terracotta

jewelry.. A quiz was organized for the audience, and customised  keychains were

presented to the winners. The event was graced by the presence of Ms. Bharathi

Lakshmi, Principal HIS Karapakkam, who served as the Chief guest, Mr. Johnson

Mathew, Dean of Academics, and Ms. Susan George, Principal, HIS, Padur
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KOREAN THANKSGIVING DAY – 27 SEP 2023
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The Korean teacher, Ms. Jin Sook Yun gave a special lesson about Chuseok, explaining its

significance and traditions. Chuseok is a significant and festive holiday in Korea, often

referred to as Korean Thanksgiving Day. This was a great opportunity for students from

Grades 6,7 and 8 to learn about the Korean cultural heritage. The teacher organized a craft

activity where students could make something related to Chuseok. It helped to engage

students in hands-on learning and creative expression. They made Jegi and had fun

playing it too. A colouring activity was done in a creative way for students to learn about

Chuseok-related symbols, such as the moon and traditional clothing.

The teacher distributed songpyeon, delightful half-moon-shaped rice cakes, for the

students to enjoy, which they did with great enthusiasm.
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CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME – 28 SEP 2023
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Mr. Johnson Mathew, The Dean of Academics delivered an impactful speech

highlighting the importance of discipline in maintaining a conducive learning

environment for the teaching staff of Hindustan Schools, Padur. He emphasized the

role of teachers as role models and stressed the need to enhance their capacity

through continuous professional development. Additionally, Dean Sir encouraged

teachers to provide students with additional information beyond the curriculum

and emphasized the importance of well-planned lessons and proper etiquette in

teaching. During the speech, he effectively conveyed the idea that a good teacher

not only imparts knowledge but also inspires students. Dean Sir illustrated this

point beautifully with a story about our revered former President, Dr. Abdul Kalam,

showcasing how great individuals can influence and inspire young minds.

In conclusion, Dean Sir's speech was a compelling reminder of the responsibilities

of educators. He highlighted the significance of discipline, the role of teachers as

role models, the importance of continuous improvement, and the power of

inspiration in the educational process. His words left a lasting impression on all in

attendance.
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VOLLEY BALL TOURNAMENT – 29 SEP 2023

September 2023 Edition

The 1st Intraschool Volleyball and Throwball Event was held at Hindustan School,

Padur, on Sept 9, 2023. It marked an exciting and competitive day of sportsmanship

and talent display. The event was a grand success, with enthusiastic participation

from all three schools of Hindustan. The event was graced by the presence of Mr.

Ragul, a National Volleyball Player, who served as the chief guest. His presence added

prestige to the occasion and inspired the young athletes with his words of wisdom and

encouragement.



BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION – 30 SEP 2023
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A birthday is a special occasion as it reassures one of being blessed with one of God’s

wonderful graces-the Gift of Life. The HISP family came together on September 30, 2023 to

celebrate the birthday of our eductors. Ms Suma Reddy, Ms Kamali. Ms Shalini, Ms

Heerabanu were the Teachers who celebrated their birthdays in the month of September.
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ARTICLES
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The Adventure in the Haunted House 
Once upon a time in the small town of Kelambakkam, there lived a curious 5th grader
named Sai. He was known for his love of adventure and always looking for something
exciting to do after school. One sunny afternoon, he and his two best friends, Imran and
Aahil, decided to explore the old, spooky house at the end of Market Street.
The house was said to be haunted, and the townsfolk had many spooky tales about it. No
one dared to go near it, especially after dark. But Aahil, Sai, and Imran were determined
to uncover the truth.
Armed with flashlights and a sense of bravery, the trio approached the eerie house. The
rusty gate creaked as they entered the overgrown yard. Cobwebs hung from the trees,
and the windows were broken, making the house look even scarier.
As they stepped inside, the floorboards creaked under their feet. Shadows danced on the
walls, and strange noises echoed through the house. But Sai was undeterred. He led the
way, exploring room after room, while Aahil and Imran stuck close behind.
In one room, they found old photographs and dusty books, giving them clues about the
family that used to live there. In another room, they discovered a hidden passage leading
to the basement. With hearts pounding, they decided to see where it led.
The basement was the spookiest part of all. It was damp, dark, and filled with mysterious
objects. Suddenly, they heard a strange noise coming from behind a cobweb-covered
curtain. As they pulled it aside, they found an old gramophone playing eerie music. The
gramophone spun by itself, sending shivers down their spines.
Just as they were about to leave, a voice echoed from behind them. It was an old man, the
owner of the house, who had been living there secretly all these years. He explained that
he wanted to keep the house's history alive but never meant to frighten anyone.
Aahil, Sai, and Imran listened to his story and realized there was nothing to fear. They
even offered to help clean up the old house and make it a historical site for everyone to
enjoy.
As time went by, the haunted house became a popular attraction in Kelambakkam, and
Aahil, Sai, and Imran became known as the brave kids who solved the mystery of the
spooky house. They learned that sometimes, things aren't as scary as they seem, and a
sense of adventure can lead to great discoveries.
And so, the three friends continued to have more exciting adventures, making their 5th-
grade year one filled with unforgettable memories.

Aahil Ahmed A  
Grade - 5
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COMICS
ARTICLES
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Divina Marula
Grade - 7
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UPCOMING EVENTS
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1. GANDHI JAYANTHI – SWACHH BHARATH DRIVE 

2. HALF YEARLY ASSESSMENT

3. TERM I REVIEW MEETING

4. IN HOUSE WORKSHOP 

5. HINDI DIWAS

6. FOREIGN COUNTRY PRESENTATION

7. STATE PRESENTATION

8. NAVARATRI CELEBRATION

9. BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION FOR THE MONTH 

AND MORE....


